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Discovering Voice Through Encounter 
and Reception

Perspectives and Practices for 
Cultivating and Responding to 
Youth and Parent Voice

CST 2019 Regional Meetings
Sponsored by the Wisconsin Department of 
Health Services

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
Winter 2019

Our Objectives

 Examine and understand voice as it relates to 
human development, well-being, and recovery.

 Identify and strengthen the ways in which CSTs 
serve as receptive holding environments for 
engaging and responding to youth and parent 
voice.

 Explore voice-centered practices and identify ways 
in which CSTs utilize them, can enhance them, or 
can begin using them.

 Understand and integrate indicators of well-being 
into outcome planning and monitoring.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Our Agenda
 Understanding Encounter and Reception: 

Engagement 
 Deepening Our Understanding of Voice: Initial 

Assessment of Strengths and Needs
 Youth and Parent Voice Within the Wraparound 

Process: CST Teams as Holding Environments
 Perspectives for Responding to Youth and Parent 

Voice: Plan Development, Implementation 
 Narrative Perspective and Voice-Centered Planning 

and Implementation
 Psychodynamic Perspective and Voice-Centered 

Planning and Implementation
 Meaning-Centered Perspective and Voice-Centered 

Planning and Implementation
 Outcomes of Voice-Centered Planning and 

Implementation: Monitoring the Plan
White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Our Logic Model for Cultivating and Responding to Youth and Parent Voice

Inputs

• Your 
knowledge of 
how you 
discovered 
your own 
voice.

• Your passion, 
skills, abilities 
in working 
with youth 
and parents.

• CST 
wraparound 
framework 
and stages of 
engagement.

Activities

• Reflection on 
your life story 
and voice.

• Training on 
the role of 
voice in 
human well-
being.

• Training and 
peer-to-peer 
learning to 
identify and 
enhance 
voice-related 
practices. 

Outputs

• Action plan 
for integrating 
life stories 
into team 
processes.

• Action plan 
for integrating 
growth goals 
into team 
processes.

• Action plan 
for integrating 
legacy 
projects into 
team 
processes.

Outcomes

• Emotional 
well-being of 
youth and 
parents.

• Psychological 
well-being of 
youth and 
parents.

• Spiritual well-
being of youth 
and parents. 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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White Pine Consulting Service, Inc.

Your Voice and Your Role in the CST Process
Bringing Our Own Lived Experience Into Our Work

 See the worksheet in your workbook. It depicts 
settings or developmental domains, what we will 
refer to as “holding environments.”

 Reflect on your life story up to this moment and try 
to capture a setting in which you think you found 
your voice, that is, an event or experience in which 
through speech and action you expressed yourself-
your needs, abilities, or potentials.

 Think about who was involved, how she/he/they 
responded to you, and what the result was.

 Is there anything about who you are now that is 
related to that event or experience? If so, in what 
way? 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Understanding Encounter 
and Reception: 

Engagement 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Encounter and Reception

It is in the direct and immediate 
encounter, the genuine word 

between persons, that interhuman
trust can weaken the presumed vice 
grip of distrust on human existence. 
Once people can dare to trust, they 
can once again renew actual life – a 

life of partnership . . . This direct and 
genuine encounter between 

persons, interhuman relationship, is 
central to the idea of                                     

dialogical engagement.
(From “All Actual Life is Encounter: Martin Buber’s Politics of 

Depoliticization,” Abstract, Master’s Thesis by George Chow, University of 
Calgary, 2002)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Group Exercise on 
Engagement

Phase One of the 
Wraparound Team Process: 

The Encounter

(See Group Exercise Worksheet in 
Your Workbook)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Deepening Our 
Understanding of Voice: 

Initial Assessment of 
Strengths and Needs

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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A Working Definition of Voice
Seeing it as Something Greater Than Merely 

“Giving Them a Chance to Talk”

Nonverbal and verbal 
ways in which we express 

our desires, thoughts, 
and aspirations in order 
to have what we need, 
do what our abilities 

allow, and be what our 
potential demands.

Body 
Language

Word 
Language

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Three Aspects of the Life Story to Listen for and Receive
(Useful in Organizing What We’re Hearing)

 Having: Parts of the story about my 
needs; the tangible and intangible 
things I have and don’t have, and that I 
must keep or acquire.

 Doing: Parts of the story about my 
actions; what I do, can do, want to do; 
what I have done or accomplished.

 Being: Parts of the story about my 
role/place in the world; my dreams, 
potentials, purpose, growth, passions; 
what gives me joy and meaning.

Having         
(needs)

Doing      
(abilities)

Being 
(aspirations)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Hierarchy of Needs Reflected in and Youth and Parent Stories

(www.jjroux.com)

Having
How I get and keep the 
things I and those I care 

about need

Being
How I know my potential, my 
aspirations and dreams, and 

realize them

Doing
How I go about 

relating to others and 
accomplishing things

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Appreciating Word Language

 Language in the form or written and spoken words 
is a major distinguishing characteristic of humans.

 It allows us to go beyond interacting – which is 
what animals can do. With language we can also 
engage in dialogue at the level of thoughts and 
aspirations. 

 Dialogue is a critical experience for activating the 
brain’s prefrontal neurons, which is the region of 
the brain that gives us capacity to know ourselves, 
or consciousness/awareness of self.

 This capacity is essential for recovery, behavior 
change, and growth.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Human Neural System Includes Regions 
Dedicated to Word Language

 Engaging youth and parent 
voice in a highly receptive 
environment “turns on” 
these higher neural 
systems.

 One of these systems 
(prefrontal cortex) 
provides capacity to 
become conscious of and 
gather information about 
self; an executive function.

 This kind of self-awareness 
is essential for self-
regulation, through a 
process referred to as 
“inner speech.”

(https://lh6.googleusercontent.com)White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Fostering and Supporting Executive Function
Cultivating Voice Activates Five Critical Executive Processes Essential for Recovery and Growth

 Attentional Control (focus, 
awareness) 

 Planning and Task Setting 
(setting courses of action)

 Behavior Activation (task or 
action initiation)

 Behavior Control (self-control 
or inhibitory control)

 Behavior Maintenance (self-
monitoring)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Five Executive Processes and Their Subordinate Executive Skills
(See Your Workbook for Descriptions of Each Executive Skill)

Executive 
Function

Attentional 
Control 

Planning and 
Task Setting

Behavioral 
Activation

Behavioral 
Control 

Behavioral 
Maintenance

Self-awareness 
(attention toward 
self)
Divided attention
Sustained attention 
(concentration)
Selective attention
Alternating 
attention 

Self-initiation 
Task initiation
Decision making
Problem-solving

Self-efficacy (goal-
directed persis-
tence)
Performance 
monitoring 
Cognitive flexibility
Organization
Time management

Self-directedness
Inhibitory control
(self-inhibition) 
Shifting focus 
(between tasks, 
mental states, rule 
states)
Emotion regulation

Goal-setting
Working memory
Prioritizing
Sequencing 
activities
Meta-cognition

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

A Guiding Principle for Cultivating and Responding to 
Youth and Parent Voice

From Grounded Encounter Theory

Dialogue between youth and parent and 
the team generates information, often in 
the form of stories, from which emerges:
 shared understanding of the situation;
 shared explanation of the situation; and
 shared possible directions for resolution           

of the situation.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Group Exercise on Initial 
Assessment of Strengths and 

Needs

Phase Two of the Wraparound 
Team Process: 

Shared Understanding

(See Group Exercise Worksheet in 
Your Workbook)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Youth and Parent Voice Within 
the Wraparound Process: CST 

Teams as Critical Holding 
Environments

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Three Key Aspects of a Holding Environment for 
Voice and Dialogue

(Consider How Each Played a Role in Your Experience of Finding Your Voice)

1. A source of possibilities for 
having, doing, and being.

2. A source of energy to 
explore those possibilities.

3. A safe space within which 
that exploration can take 
place.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Group Discussion Exercise

 How does or can your team be a source of 
possibilities for youth and parents?

 How does or can your team be a source of 
energy for youth and parents to explore 
those possibilities?

 How does or can your team be a safe 
space within which that exploration can 
take place?

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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 Encounter Theory’s emphases on 
“sociodiagnosis” and “sociotherapy” 
are basically about considering the 
impact of youth and parent 
encounter with their social 
environments- considering whether 
and how those environments 
received them.

 CST process of engaging “natural 
supports” is therefore essential. They 
represent multiple systems or 
holding environments.

 Key developmental task: discovering 
one’s voice in each system or 
environment.

Bronfenbrenner’s Holding Environments
Bioecological Model

(L. Alex Swan, “Grounded Encounter Therapy: Its Characteristics and 
Process,” Clinical Sociology Review, Volume 6, Issue 1, Article 13, 1988)

(img3.wikia.nocookie.net)White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Group Exercise
Team Composition and Building and Maintaining the Team

 Share any successes you’ve been a part of in 
which one or more individuals on the team 
was/were ideal for becoming or providing access 
to a critical holding environment needed by the 
youth or parent (e.g., counselor from the school 
offered to help youth who expressed interest in 
drama start an afterschool drama club).

 What are one of two effective ways you know of 
for building and maintaining the kind of team 
composition the family needs (as opposed to just 
using the same group every time)?

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Perspectives for Responding to Youth and 
Parent Voice: Plan Development and 

Implementation 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Voice-Centered Perspectives to Support Shared Understanding

Non-Pathologizing
Perspectives

Focus of Receptive
Listening 

Voice-Centered
Practices

Narrative Life Story Re-Authoring One’s Story
(voicing needs, abilities, and 

aspirations)

Psychodynamic Ego-Strength Growth Goals
(fulfilling needs, utilizing 

abilities, pursuing aspirations)

Meaning-Centered Meaning-Making Legacy Projects 
(meaningful endeavors 

aligned with growth goals)
White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Narrative Perspective and 
Voice-Centered Planning and 

Implementation

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Narrative Perspective: Life Story

The story we live by is 
more important than the 
actual chronology of our 

life history. 
(McAdams, 2006; Sarbin, 1986;          

White, 2007)

Human beings lead storied lives. 
They also construct and 

communicate their activities 
and experiences as stories filled 
with meaning. Only narratives 

do full justice to the lived 
experience of individuals. 

(Thomas, et. al., 2014)White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Assessment as Amplification of Voice and Receiving Their Story
Let’s Talk About How We Use the CANS as More than a Checklist

At the Team Level
• It’s comprehensive

• Communicate the family’s story

• Reflects current and relevant information

• Helps create a shared vision or common goal

• The identification of needs and strengths leads to planning decisions

• Tracks progress over time

County, Tribal, and State Levels
• Are the lives of youth and families improving?

• Compare outcomes with other youth and families being served in the public mental 
health system

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Appreciative Inquiry Practice is Critical
What’s in Your Assessment Toolbox for Amplifying Consumer Stories?

 Subjective Tools
 Face to Face Interviews

 Motivational Interviewing

 Appreciative Inquiry

 Intuition

 Dreams

 Reflective Supervision

 Others…
Adapted from Emily McGonigle and Ryan Ross (2018)

(qph.fs.quoracdn.net)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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A Shared Narrative Summary
Listening to Identify Things to Consider for Re-Authoring One’s Life Story

 Presenting issues and difficulties
 Predisposing factors to individual’s 

current difficulties
 Precipitating factors to individual’s 

current difficulties
 Perpetuating factors to individual’s 

current difficulties
 Protective factors of individual’s life
 Integration and recommendation for 

wraparound recovery services

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
(www.nomensa.com

Re-authoring One’s Story by Identifying New Behaviors to Practice

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Group Exercise
Integrating Into Plan Development Ways to 

Re-Authorize the Life Story

(See Worksheet in Your Workbook)

Remember the key parts of 
the life story: my needs 
(what I have and don’t 

have), my abilities (what I 
can do and can’t do), and my 

aspirations (my hopes and 
dreams).

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Psychodynamic Perspective and 
Voice-Centered Planning and 

Implementation

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Psychodynamic Perspective: 
Ego and Self

 Executive function provides the 
ego with sufficient strength to 
become conscious of and give 
voice to one’s true needs, 
abilities, and aspirations (e.g., 
one’s authentic self).

 A key executive function is 
envisioning and giving voice to 
an ego-ideal, or one’s ideal self 
(i.e., the person one seeks to 
become).

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

We Possess a Deep Inner Self with Vast Possibilities
(To Be Discovered and Followed)

We have scientific proof that a specific temperament, 
personality, talent set, and way of being is inborn in each child, 

a specific nature that is the child’s base of operations – the 
deep beginning place of his or her path of success.

(Michael Gurian, Nurture the Nature, Understanding and Supporting Your Child’s Unique Core Personality, 2009)

The Self is primary. It is there first. The Self is born but the ego is made or 
developed. It is like a [unique core personality] within our unconscious that 

has wants and purposes of its own. 
(Margaret Clark, Understanding the Self-Ego Relationship in Clinical Practice: Towards Individuation, The Society of Analytical 

Psychology Monograph Series, 2006; Edward F. Edinger, Ego and Archetype: Individuation and the Religious Function of the Psyche, 1992; Michael Gurian, 
Nurture the Nature, Understanding and Supporting Your Child’s Unique Core Personality, 2009)

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Youth in Particular Experience Powerful Encounters with Self
Makes It Difficult for Many Adults to Cultivate and Receive Youth Voice

 First, starting around age eleven, an 
idealistic image of life grows in intensity 
throughout the middle teens. 

 Second, somewhere around age fourteen or 
fifteen a great expectation arises that 
“something tremendous is supposed to 
happen.”

 Third, adolescents sense a secret, unique 
greatness in themselves that seeks 
expression.

(Joseph Chilton Pearce, Evolution’s End: Claiming the Potential of Our Intelligence 1992)

Growth is About Rising 
Above or Overcoming 

Limitations and Realizing 
Higher Possibilities.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Team’s Must Not Hear Youth’s Expressions of Invincibility, Grandeur, 
and Daring as Illogical, Irrational, and Immature

 These powerful sensibilities arise 
from the heart, which possesses 
the same neurotransmitters that 
function in the brain.

 Research confirms an ongoing 
heart-brain dialogue.

 Unlike head intellect, heart 
intelligence has holistic capability 
that accesses and responds on 
behalf of the inner Self. 

 The heart sends to the brain’s 
emotional system intuitive 
prompts for behavior  that are in 
tune with the inner Self.

(image.slidesharecdn.com)
(Joseph Pearce, The Biology of Transcendence: A Blueprint of 

the Human Spirit)
White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Goal Types Empirically Shown to Activate Growth and Actualize the Self
Important to Align These with How Youth and Parent Voice Re-authoring Their Stories 

Goals aiming for: 1) 
heightened 

knowledge of self; 2) 
learning for sake of 

one’s own knowledge

Goals aiming for: 1) 
heightened knowledge 
of others; 2) fostering 

intellectual 
development of others 

Goals aiming for: 1) 
deeper experience of 
self; 2) strengthening 

of personally 
meaningful activities

Goals aiming for: 1) 
deeper experience of 

others; 2) greater 
ability to act caringly; 
3) fostering growth of 

others

Intellectual 
Growth

Socioemotional 
Growth

Agentic 
Growth

Interpersonal 
Growth

Bauer and McAdams, Developmental Psychology, 2010, Vol. 46, No. 4) White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Group Exercise
Integrating Into Plan Development Growth Goals 

Aligned with Re-Authoring the Life Story

(See Worksheet in Your Workbook)

Goals related in some way with: 
intellectual growth, 

socioemotional growth, 
interpersonal growth, or agentic 

growth. 
Basically, these all involve in some 

way the building of executive 
function. 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Meaning-Centered 
Perspective and Voice-
Centered Planning and 

Implementation

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Meaning-Centered Perspective: 
Meaning-Making

Meaning consists of 
more than isolated 

concepts and actions. 
Meaning is best 
understood and 

communicated in stories 
because of the storied 

nature of human 
conduct. 
(Sarbin, 1986)

Three approaches to making one’s story 
or narrative more meaningful:
 Coherence: Sense of comprehensibility; 

the things going on in one’s life make 
sense (also called sense-making).

 Purpose: Core goals to pursue, aims, 
and direction in life, making a positive 
difference in other lives.

 Significance: A sense of life’s inherent 
value and having a life worth living.

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Voice Ensures that the Legacy Project Satisfies Three Conditions 
for a Meaningful Experience

Compe-
tency

• I can do it
• I do it well; 

uses my 
abilities

Auto-
nomy

• I choose or 
want to do it

• I help plan 
what happens

Related-
ness

• I did/shared it 
with someone

• I did it for 
someone

(Source: Sheldon and Elliot, Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 1999, Vol. 67, No. 3)White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Legacy Project Elements
Aspects Empirically Shown to Spark Growth to Higher Levels

(Angela Pfaffenberger, “Optimal Adult Development,” Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 2005, Vol. 45, No. 3; modified )

Interpersonal in Nature

Disequilibrating

Personally Salient

Emotionally 
Engaging

Project or 
Activity

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Group Exercise
Integrating Into Plan Development Aligned with

Aims for Re-Authoring the Life Story

(See Worksheet in Your Workbook)

Goals related in some way with: 
intellectual growth, 

socioemotional growth, 
interpersonal growth, or agentic 

growth. 
Basically, these all involve in some 

way the building of executive 
function. 

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Outcomes of Voice-Centered 
Planning and Implementation: 

Monitoring the Plan

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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Some Well-Being Outcomes to Consider
Requires a Commitment to Extended Montoring

Emotional Well-Being Psychological Well-Being Spiritual Well-Being

Indicator: Satisfaction With One’s Life

Positive emotions or affect regarding 
one’s current situation; positive feelings 
about one’s direction and options for the 
future; positive or favorable attitude 
towards one’s life. 

Indicator: Personal Growth

Sense of continued development; sees 
self as growing and expanding; is open 
to new experiences; sees improvement 
in self and behavior over time; changing 
in ways that reflect more self-knowledge 
and effectiveness (Ryff & Singer, 2008).

Indicator: Future Orientation 

Ability to set goals and monitor progress 
toward their achievement; and hope and 
optimism regarding one’s future 
potential, goals, options.

Some Ways to Measure:

 Dialogue with youth/parent regarding
content about and “feeling okay” 
with how life is going.

 Life Satisfaction Questionnaire
 The Satisfaction with Life Scale

Some Ways to Measure:

 Dialogue with youth/parent regarding 
efforts and progress toward goals for 
change/improvement.

 Personal Growth Initiative Scale
 Posttraumatic Growth Inventory

Some Ways to Measure:

 Dialogue with youth/parent in which 
they articulate goals and plans in a 
structured way

 The Devereux Student Strengths 
Assessment

 Future Aspirations Scale
 Hope Scale for Children

White Pine Consulting, Inc.

Keep up Your 
Good Work of 
Allowing Youth 

and Parent Voices 
to Matter!

White Pine Consulting, Inc.
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